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PREFACE

It gives me great happiness to introduce this book on General Studies, containing nearly 2500 Solved Multiple Choice Questions. Though every candidate has ability to succeed but competitive environment, quality guidance and good source & references for study certainly give competitive edge.

General study plays a very important role in all the examinations today. For the students of science background it becomes extremely difficult to shift from objective, logical and facts based approach to subjective approach, to study non-technical subjects like History, Geography, and Polity etc. This book aims to inculcate the objective approach of study required in these subjects too. Solving the questions contained in this book and then referring to standard books if there is any doubt will make General Study an interesting read. This book essentially provides the candidates with a blend of questions which covers the entire syllabus topic-wise. Each topic is further divided into sub-topics which makes this book unique. Authenticity of the answers as well as the questions, level of difficulty and arrangement of the topics is taken care of. Questions asked in previous examinations like IES, CDS, PSUs and Civil Services are also included in this practice book but level of difficulty is also kept in consideration.

Year by year number of competitors are increasing and the variety of questions asked in examination is widening, under such scenario this book will definitely help students to enhance their skills required to succeed in competitive exams like IES, PSUs and State Engineering Services etc.

I have true desire to serve student community by way of providing good sources of study and quality guidance. I hope this book will be proved an important tool to succeed in competitive examinations. Any suggestions from the readers for the improvement of this book are most welcome.

B. Singh (Ex. IES)
Chairman and Managing Director
MADE EASY Group
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